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WHAT IS A MUN?

An MUN is a podium of the world stage 
simulation, where delegates represent their 
respective allocated countries

There are different committees in the MUN and 
the delegates represent their countries foreign 
policy and perspectives or stance of their 
country over the agenda of the committee

The agenda is the topic of discussion in the 
committee and below agendas are Sub-agendas



MODERATED CAUCUS
A moderated caucus is a form of debate where the speakers list is
set aside, and speakers will be called upon by the chair. This less
formal style of debate allows for a freer flow of ideas and exchange
between Delegates.A moderated caucus allows delegates to
narrow the scope of debate for a short period of time. A motion for
a moderated caucus may be made by any delegate, and a motion
must include a time limit for the caucus, a speaking time for the
caucus and the purpose for the caucus. A moderated caucus is
entered by a simple majority vote. There are no yields in a
moderated caucus. The delegate proposing the caucus may speak
first or defer to last (Note: the length of moderated caucuses and
speaking time for the caucus are at the chair’s discretion, but in
general a moderated caucus should not exceed 15 minutes with a
1-minute speaking time each delegate).



UNMODERATED CAUCUS

Unmoderated Caucus: An unmoderated caucus is a 
suspension of the rules allowing Delegates to converse 
freely. Just as in a moderated caucus, a motion must
include a time limit and topic for the caucus. The caucus 
requires a simple majority to pass.

The official verbatim: the delegate of (the country) 
would like to place in, a motion, for an unomderated 
caucus for the time period of 20 minutes.



Point Of Personal Privilege During the discussion of any matter, a delegate may raise a Point of 
Personal Privilege, and the Chair shall immediately address the point. A Point of Personal Privilege 
must refer to a matter of personal comfort, safety and/or well being of the members of the 
committee. The Chair may refuse to recognize a Point of Personal Privilege if the delegate has not 
shown proper restraint and decorum, or if the point is dilatory in nature.  

Point Of Order During the discussion of any matter, a delegate may raise a Point of Order 
and the Chair shall immediately consider the request. A Point of Order must relate to the 
observance of the rules of the committee or to the way the Chair is exercising his or her 
power. A delegate raising a Point of Order may not speak on the substance of the matter 
under discussion. The Chair may refuse to recognize a Point of Order if the delegate has not 
shown proper restraint and decorum governing the use of such a right, or if the point is
dilatory in nature.   

Point Of Information (question to other delegates) After a delegate gives a speech, and if the 
delegate yields their time to Points of Information, one Point of Information (a question) can 
be raised by delegates from the floor. The speaker will be allotted the remainder of his or her 
speaking time to address Points of Information. Points of Information are directed to the 
speaker and allow other delegations to ask questions in relation to speeches and resolutions

Point Of Inquiry If there is no discussion on the floor, a delegate may raise a Point of 
Inquiry to request clarification of the present procedural status of a meeting. A Point 
of Inquiry may never interrupt a speaker.

POINTS IN THE PROCEEDINGS 



Methods Of Decision All procedural decisions, except for the closure and 
adjournment of debate, shall be made by a simple majority of the delegations 
present. Delegations physically present in the committee may not abstain on 
procedural motions. Decisions on draft resolutions and amendments shall 
require a simple majority in favor. However, the passage of all resolutions and 
amendments in the Security Council requires nine affirmative votes and an 
affirmative vote or an abstention on the part of all permanent members 
(People's Republic of China, France, Russian Federation, United States of America 
and United Kingdom).

Voting Rights Each present delegation shall have one vote. Observing 
nations and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) cannot vote on 
substantive matters. Each vote may be a Yes, No, or Abstain. On 
procedural motions, members may not abstain. Members “present and 
voting” shall be defined as members casting an affirmative or negative 
vote (no abstentions) on all substantive votes.

VOTING PROCEDURES 



VOTING PROCEDURES 

Conduct While In Voting Procedure After the Chair has announced the beginning of 
voting, no representative may enter or leave the room, nor shall any representative 
interrupt the voting except on a Point of Personal Privilege, Point of Inquiry, or a 
Point of Order in connection with the actual conduct of the voting. Communication 
between delegates is strictly forbidden. A member of the staff shall secure the 
doors during voting procedure.

Method Of Voting Delegations may vote in favor of or against a proposal or may abstain 
from voting. The committee shall normally vote by show of placards, but any delegate 
may request a roll call vote on substantive matters. The roll call vote shall be taken in 
alphabetical order of the English names of the countries present. During a roll call vote, 
delegations may answer with an affirmative vote, a negative vote, an abstention (when 
appropriate) or may pass. Delegations passing in the first round of voting will be called 
upon alphabetically in a second round, at which time they may only answer with an 
affirmative or negative vote. Delegations that appear to be voting out of policy, while 
casting an affirmative or negative vote, may reserve the right to explain their vote by 
Voting with Rights. Delegations must announce that they are Voting with Rights at the 
time they cast their vote. The Chair may permit delegations Voting with Rights to explain 
their votes after voting has concluded but before the decision has been announced



VOTING RIGHTS 

Order Of Draft Resolutions If two or more draft resolutions relate 
to the same question, the committee shall vote on the resolutions 
in the order in which they have been submitted
Voting On Unfriendly Amendments During the voting procedure on a 
substantive proposal, unfriendly amendments to a resolution shall be voted 
on first. When two or more amendments are proposed to a resolution 
concurrently, the committee shall first vote on the amendment that creates 
the greatest change to the draft resolution, as deemed by the Chair, and 
then the amendment that creates the second greatest change to the 
resolution. This process continues until all amendments are voted upon. 
Where, however, the adoption of the amendment necessarily implies the 
rejection of another amendment (as decided by the Chair), the latter 
amendment shall not be put to a vote. If one or more amendments are 
adopted, the amended proposal shall then be voted upon. Amendment 
voting is a substantive procedure and adoption requires the simple majority 
consent of the delegations present



VOTING RIGHTS 

Passage Of Resolutions If a vote does not result in a 
simple majority* in favor, the resolution shall be 
regarded as rejected. A simple majority requires fifty 
percent of the members present during the last role 
call, plus one. Example: 99 members present requires 
49.5 (50%) + 1= 50.5=51 affirmative votes



ADOPTION OF AGENDA DURING MEETINGS

Adoption of the Agenda  The first order of business for the committee shall be the 
adoption of the agenda.  The only motion in order at this time will be in the form of “The 
nation of [country name] moves that [topic area x] be placed first on the agenda.”  The 
motion requires a second and is debatable;   

A provisional speakers list shall be established with three people speaking for and three 
people speaking against the motion (speaking time for these remarks shall be one 
minute);  

After the provisional speakers list is exhausted the committee shall move into an 
immediate vote: a simple majority is required for the motion to pass;  A motion to 
proceed to the second topic area is in order only after the committee has adopted or 
rejected a resolution on the first topic area or debate has been adjourned;  In the event 
of a crisis or emergency, the Secretary-General or Director-General may call upon a 
committee to table debate on the current topic area so that the more urgent matter 
may be addressed. 

After a resolution has been addressed and voted upon, the committee will return to 
debate the tabled topic.  If a resolution on the crisis topic fails, the committee may 
return to debate on tabled topic area only at the discretion of the Secretary-General or 
Director-General.  


